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A Tablet of ‘Abdu’l‑Bahá

He is God.

O thou who art steadfast in the Covenant! During the days when thou wast present here, and
honoured to visit the Sacred Tomb, thou didst raise several questions. No opportunity was found at
the time to reply to them; now a brief reply is set forth in writing.

The Mashriqu’l-Adhkár1 must be sanctified from such matters as fund box and treasury; but
if, for the sake of poor relief, a box be set in a special place, there is no objection. This decision
resteth with the Universal House of Justice, and the receipts of the poor-box must be expended at
the discretion of the House of Justice.

As regards the matter of the “Mahallu’l-Barakih,”2 this is similar to other companies and is
also subject to the decision of the House of Justice. A portion of the accruing interest should be
expended upon charitable objects.

The term of service of the members of a consultative assembly, ere the convening of the
House of Justice, is five years. When the House of Justice is convened, whatsoever its members
deem fit must be obeyed by all.

For the present, members of consultative assemblies are at liberty to resign. When more than
half the members of a consultative assembly gather together, they may take counsel together and
arrive at a resolution.

The chairman of the consultative assembly enjoyeth the prerogative associated with this
position, being entitled to cast two votes.

These matters are according to the principles and standards observed today. When, however,
the Universal House of Justice is established, it will deliberate upon all these matters, both large
and small, and, according to the exigencies of the time, issue a binding resolution.

Whatever hath been set forth in this sheet is not mandatory: At the present time, the course
indicated is merely recommended.

A special letter hath been written to the members of the service council3 through the
intermediary of Áqá ‘Abdu’l-Kháliq.4

Projected for Bákú. Áqá Músá Naqíuv had volunteered, with the approval of the Master, to build a
House of Worship in Bákú. ↩
“Mahallu’l-Barakih” (literally “The Place of Blessing”) referred to a community enterprise created
by the Bahá’ís in Iran for the purpose of setting up a fund that could be used, among other things,
for assisting the poor and needy, the education of children, and the propagation of the Bahá’í
Faith. ↩
The term “service council” (majlis-i-khidmat) was employed at this time to denote a committee of
an Assembly which would attend to all practical, functional matters and details of the Assembly,
its meetings, or the organized gatherings of the friends. ↩
Presumably Mírzá ‘Abdu’l-Kháliq-i-Ya‘qúbzádih. ↩
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